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The first problem attacked in this paper is answering the question whether all l/cu-self-similar 
a-stable processes with stationary increments are a-stable motions. The answer is yes for cy = 2, 
no for 1 s a < 2 and unknown for 0 c a < 1. We single out the log-fractional stable processes fox 
1 c a s 2, different from a-stable motions for a f 2. They can be regarded as the limit of fractional 
stable processes as the exponent in the kernel tends to 0. The paper ends with a limit theorem 
for partial sum processes of moving averages of iid random variables in the domain of attraction 
of a strictly stable law, with log-fractional stable processes as limits in law. The conditions involve 
de Haan’s class n of slowly varying functions. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, stochastic processes are studied only by their finite dimensional 
distributions. In particular, convergence in law of processes means convergence of 
their finite dimensional distributions. 
A real-valued stochastic process X = (X( t)),zo is said to be a-stable (0 < Q! 6 2) 
=(X0,), * l l 9 Wt,)) is a-stable, i.e., if for 
and positive constants cl and c2, the vector c1 
is zero for all 5 
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strictly a-stable (cf. Hardin 143); 2-stable means Gaussian, We say that X is a-stable 
motion if X(0) = 0 w.p. 1 and X is a-stable with stationary independent increments 
(so X is the classical a-stable L&y process). In particular, 2-stable motion is 
Brownian motion. 
We say that X is self-similar (ss) with parameter H E (J%s) if XW is i A Seal 
in law to cHX( l ) for all c > 0, and that has stationary inc ents (: If the law 
of X( . + b) -X(b) does not depend on for b a 0. Nontri H-ss si processes 
occur only for H > 0, and then X(0) = 0 w.p. 1 (cf. Vervaat [IO]). Henceforth we 
assume H > 0. 
The present paper concentrates on l/a-ss si a-stable processes. The most obvious 
examples are a-stable motions. The first question we deal with is whether there are 
any others. We present the examples we know of such processes which are not 
a-stable motions (all with 1 G (Y < a), and then concentrate on a class of processes 
that contains one of them: the log-fractional stable processes. 
We end the paper with estabiishing a limit theorem for moving averages of iid 
random variables in the domain of attraction of a strictly stable law with a Iog- 
fractional stable process as limit in law. The result supplements its counterpart in 
Kasahara and Maejima [S] w I?> fractional stable processes as limits in the same .
way as de Haan’s class lI of slowly varying functions supplements the classical 
theory of regularly varying functions (cf. Bingham et al. [ 11, Ge!uk and de Haan 133). 
2. Examples of l/cu-ss si a-stabile prt~esst~ 
Exam1 Ze 1 (0 < a s 2). a-stable motion. For a = 2 the conditions on the process 
determine the covariance to be that of Brownian motion. So for a! = 2 all possibilities 
are exhausted by this example. 
ple 2 (Q! = 1). Linear function with random slope. X(t) = tX( l), where X( 1) 
as a l-stable law. Obviously, X is not a l-stable motion. More generally, let Y be 
a Cauchy process (symmetric l-stable motion), independent of X. Then cX + dY is 
I-ss si and l-stable for c E d # 0, but not a I-stable motion if c # 0. If 2 is I-ss si 
and l-stable with one-sided L&y spectrum for its marginal distributions, then EZ( 1) 
exists (with infinite value), so Z(t) = fZ( 1) w.p. 1 by Vervaat [ 10, Th. 3.11. 
(1, < Q c 2). Stable resealing of ss si stable processes. Let Y = ( Y(t)),,o 
ss si strictly P-stable process (0 < p G 2). Let 2 be a positive strictly 
a/&stable random variable (so 0 < Q! c p), independent of Y. Then 
(.):= pBy( .) (2.1) 
ss si, and moreover strictly a-stable. If > I, then the choice 
) for 
.$&G+~~ J& ti.-a __: VLI ci* ICI& I? 0 ;-- “‘..“CO ,z-ss s! r” -zt;iVe ~?~SXCC k- are restricted by the following result 
of hrEaejima [8]: if Y is 
&+lying this to p-stable process Y9 fo 
that (/3 I\ 1)H c 1. This combings with 
All such pairs (H, p ) with H < Ii are reafi 
Y which are H-ss s? and &st 
In this case Y h 
X. However, we 
we cannot find 1-ss si @I&,: 
X by this method. 
II”sea,andygt,thenBFy<l. 
I)iP<68 for all ye& we find 
and into 4s 1/#4cN~ 1. 
the fractional stable processes 
c2 (cf. next senior). 
n the same follows for 
e Y with #3 =r I so that 
I-ss si I-stable 
We now single out the case p = 2 of Y being fra+tio+ral Brownian motion. Then 
X is sub-Gaussian, so X cannot be a-stable motion by Lemma 2 in Cambanis and 
Soltani [2 3. 
The last example will be the balanced log-fractional stable process discussed in 
the next section. Taking into account also the properties of this example, we now 
summarize our findings as to whether there exist l/a-ss si a-stable processes which 
are not a-stable motions. 
1. For Q = 2, such processes do not exist (cf. Example 1). 
2. For 1~ ar ~2, we have shown that such processes exist. However, in all 
examples, except Example 2 ((Y = l), the marginal distributions have symmetric 
Livy spectrum. We do not know whether there exist examples with asymmetric 
spectrum or even one-sided spectrum for the marginals. 
3. We do not know whether there exist examples with O< ar < 1. 
4. The limiting process A = (A( I)),,0 for random walks in random scenery of 
Kesten and Spitzer [6] for p = 1, in their notation, is l-ss si and has strictly l-stable 
marginals. However, it is not clear and even doubtful whether d is a l-stable process. 
3. Fractional and log-fractional stable processes 
Fractional stable processes have received much attention as one of the most impor- 
tant examples of ss si processes. In the generality of Kasahara and Maejima [5] 
they are defined by the kernel 




with Oy := 0 also for y < 0, as 
A,,,( u, b; t) := 
I 
_f,(~, b; 6 4 d&,,(u), (3.2) 
R 
where Zta, is an a-stable motion wit a,y is 
(l/c + y)-ss si a-stable provided that the integral converges, i.e., provided that 
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Ocl,/~r+y<l. For (Y = 2 all ss si Gaussian processes are given by A2,y as the 
~~variance is determined up to scaling by the ss si property. 
At one point the present definition of fy in (3.1) differs from Kasahara and 
Maejima’s [S], as we have introduced the denominators y. The e 
limiting kernel as pt a 0. In Kasahara and aejima [S] the limit is a kernel producing 
a-stable motion in case LS # b. In the present form the limit is a(logI t - ul - loglul) 
in case a = h. This suggests us to define for y = 0, 
f(a, b; 4 u):=fo(a, b; 4 4 
=a{l(t-U)-I(-u))fb{l(u-r)-i(u)}, (3.3) 
where 
l(x) := 1 logx if x>O, 0 if xG0. 
We call A, := L!,,~ defined by (3.2) and (3.3) the jog-fractional stable process. The 
balanced case (a = E) was considered first in Venaat [ 10, Section 5.41. The process 
A, is well-defined for 1~ (Y s 2, as the stochastic integral IR f (u) dZ,, ,( u) is well- 
defined if lR 1 f (u)l” d u < 00. From Taqqu and Wolpert [9, Th. 6.41 or Vervaat [ 10, 
Sections 4, 5.41, it follows that A, is l/cu-ss si in case a = b (but not if a # b), and 
from the general theory of stable integrals (cf. Hardin [4]) that A, is a-stable. The 
marginal distributions turn out to be symmetric for all a and 6. 
Because of the remark in Example 1, A2 with a = b is equal in law to Brownian 
motion. On the other hand, A, is not a-stable motion for 1< Q! < 2. We can check 
that all increments of d, are dependent by the following result of Hardin [4]: 
IRfer~ andI,uKr, are independent if and only if fg = 0 a.e. 
We conclude this section with the following result, which is proved in the appendix. 
eorem A. Suppose that X is an H-ss si cu-stable process. If H # 1, then X is strictly 
stable, and if H = 1 and cy # 1, then (X(t) - ct),zO is strictly stable for some c E R. 
1. By Example 2 with X not strictly stable and c # 0 in the second part ‘r’~ 
see that the conclusion of Theorem A for H = 1 does not extend to the case ar = 1. 
2. By Theorem A, all fractional stable processes and balanced log-fractional 
stable processes are strictly stable. Their strict stability (except for the fractional 
stable process with QI = ) also follows from Theorem 3.2 of Hardin [4] without 
appeal to the property of H-ss si. 
variables in the domain 
of a stable law. So let )iEz be a sequence of 
iid random varia 
where Z&( 1) is a strict1 
an a-stable motion &a 
satisfying conditmons t 
has elements 
resented as the value at 1 of 
ence of reals ce = (cj )jE z 
Y& := C CjX&_i 
j6zZ 
(convergent for specific c to be considered later) with partial sum process 
D(t):= y Yk for ta0. 
k=l 
(4.2) 
To formulate the theorem and obtain an intuitive understanding we need some 
further notation and algebra. Set 
9(x):= 0 
I 
c ci for x2 1, ISjSx 
for OdxCP, 
-c Cj for x<O, 
XCjSO 
SO that e(n)-+(rn)=~~_,+, j e for any m < n. Substituting (4.1) into (4.2) and 
changing order of summation we obtain 
D(t) = C b,Ntl- k) - N-k))& (4.3) 
Setting &(u):= (l/q(n)) &__, & and 
fn(S 4 := 9(btl- bul) - 4Wnu]), (4.4) 






Theorem 1. Suppose that c+ - 0 for js0, and that there is an eventually positive 
measurable function g such that 
lirn rcl(XY) -NY) =logx forx>O J-00 g(v) 
(4 6) . 
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Then 
--#(n)Z,(+ -:d,(l,O;=) asn+w. 
3. A broad class of c = (Cj)jE z satisfying (4.6) and (4.7) is given by 5 = L( j)/j 
for j > 0 with L slowly varying. Actually these (5) satisfy (4.6) and (4.7) with 
g(x) = L(X), because 
+(-V) - NY) 1 xy L(u) =- 




x L(yv) dv 
-----,logx as y-,00 
1 L(Y) 0 
(see, e.g., Bmgham et al. [ 1, Section 3.0]), and E(Y) + 0 as y --, 00. 
emark 4. 
tion g are 
Geluk and 
class: 
(a) g is 
Measurable functions 9 satisfying (4.6) for an eventually positive func- 
said to belong to de Haan’s class II (Bingham et al. [ 1, Section 3.01, 
de Haan [3, Section 1.21). We will need the following results about this 
slowly varying [l, p. 127 and Lemma 3.2.11, [3, Th. 1.121); 
(b) the convergence in (4.6) is uniform on compact subsets of (0, m) [ 1, Th. 
3.1.16],[3, Th. 1.14)); 
(c) (Potter’s theorem for the class II) for any 7 > 0 and T> 0, there exist C > 0 
and N > 0 such that if n, nu > IV, 
mu) - 9(u) 
g(n) I ( Cuf” - ’ 
where ufV := max( tP, u+“) [ 1, Th. 3.8.6(b)]. 
The requirements on g in the theorem can be relaxed to g being just measurable. 
It then follows that g is eventually positive or eventually negative [ 1, p. 127 and 
the argument following (3.7 T)]. In the latter case, g must be replaced by -g in the 
conclusion of the theorem. 
Suppose cj = 0 for j > 0 and there is an eventually positive measurable 
and 
This follows by time-reversal in the theorem or siIn le m&ificatio,n of its p 
Corollaiiy 2. If a, 
that 
*im WY) - !MY) 
.V+= dY) 
=a logx forx>O, 




--(+(~z)+n))z,(.)}: A&z, b, -). 
This can be proved by decomposing c = ac++ bc- with c+ as in Theorem ! acd 
c- as in Corollary 1. 






-+ A,(& 1; -). 
emark 5. If Cj = C-j, j > 0, then (4.10) trivially holds. So, moving averages with 
weights cj = c_~ - L(j)/j, j> 0, belong to the domain of attraction of A,( 1,l; t). 
einark 6. The fact that A,( 1,l; t) is l/a-ss si is in accordance with Lamperti’s 
theorem (Lamperti 171, Vervaat [I 11). Note that this theorem does not apply to t 
conclusion of Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2. 
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5. Proof of the theorem 
From Kasahara and Maejima [5] we quote 
Suppose that, for euery k = 1,2,. . . , d, functions (hLk’( - ))z=, and htk’( - 3 
on R satisfy 
(Al) h;k’(u)-= h’“‘(u) du-a.e. as n-+oo, 
(where h,(u) con-uerges continuously to h(u), abbreviated by h,(u) -+C.L’h(u), at 
U = uo, if it,(u,) + h(u,) whenever u, * uo), 
(A2) for every finite T > 0, there exists a #I > a such that 
sup lh’,“‘(u>I” dPn(uI < 00, 
n I III\< T 
where p,(u)=[mjjn, and 
(A3) there exists an E > 0 such that 
lim limsup (Ih:“(u)l”-’ + lh;“(u)lm+‘} dp,(u) =O. 
T-ccl n-402 J I+ 7- 
Then 
(I h:‘(u)dJ&(u) d 4 ) (5 > 
d 
h’k’b) d&x,(u) as n+ao. 
R &=I R k-l 




Wt) g(n) dnl I J Q(n) R Mf, 4 dZ,Cu), 
where 
Mt, 4 = $jN(Intl -bul) - N-Cnul) - d4n)ho,,l(u)h 
Noting that 
&O.r](U) =J[O.o& - u) - I[O,&U) 
and that by assumption (4.6) 
we see that 
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Here we have used property (b) in and the fact that (Al) is equivalent 
to the statement thct h is a.e.-continuous and h, + h uniformly on compact subsets 
of the set of continuity points of h. 




I*(n) s I 3/(rnsl-bJul)-$(n) PdU --. It& TJn.s]-[VW]> N g(n) I 




7 juj+” du <a 
for fi < l/q. Here we have used property (c) in Remark 4. 
We finally check (A3). Take large T > 0 such that n( T - t) 2 ZV. Then 
(u: JUj> T}=(or: !I+ T, l[nt]-[null> IV, I[nUJI> Iv}. 
Note that h,( t, u) = 0 for u > T. For u < - T < -t, we have by assumption (4.7), 
Inll-rnul g(j) 
Mf, 41s c - 
j=l-[flu] g(4.j’ 
By Potter’s theorem (cf. 11, Th. l.%J), 
[nr]-[flu] - 
Ih,(t, u)ls YE 0 J “1 j=l-[nu] n j 
~const.x{(t-u)T)-(l-~)l)} 
Q const. x u ?--l. 
Hence 
I 
{Ih,(t, u)jamF + Ih,(t, u)I~+~} du < const. x 
U-=-T I 
~,~_T [~j’~-‘)‘~-~) du. 
Sincea>l,wecanchooseE>Oand77>Osuchthat(71-1)(LY-E)<-1,so(A3) 
is satisfied. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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proof of Theorem A. Let X be an a-stable n-dimensional random vector, and 
two independent copies of X. Then by definition, 
c,X,+c,X*=(c~+C~)“aX+~~(c,,c~), c,,c,>O. (AI) 
for some dx = dx(c,, c2) E R”. In case n = 1, we write & for dx. We first analyse dx 
in (Al) for X=(X( t,), . . . , X(t,,)). Considering inner produ 
d (u,x) = (u, dxh W) 
so dx = Cdxc,,,, . . - , dxu,, ). We thus see that a stable process is strictly stable if and 
only if all its marginal distributions are strictly stable. 
Let X be an H-ss si a-stable process, with independent copies X, and X2. By 
self-similarity and stability, we have for a, r, cl, c2 > 0, 
c,X,(ar)+c2X2(ar) 2 (~~+c;)"~X(at)+d~,,,,(c,, c2) 
and 
c,X,(at)+c2X2(at) i aH(c,X,(f)+c2X2(t)) 
i aH((c;+c;)““X(r)+dx,,,(c,, q)). 
Comparing the results we find dxC,,, = aHdxf,, for a, t>3, so 
d x(r) = t”dxc,,. 
By stationary increments, stability and (A2), we have for 6, t, c, , c2 > 0, 
c,(X,(b+ f)-X%,(b))+c2(X2(b+ t)-X2(6)) 
and 
z (c: + c;)““xW +dx(b+rdc, ,cz) - dx&\, 4 
2 c,x,(b)+c,x,(b) 
1 ($+c;)""X(t)+d,,,,(c,, c2). 
Comparrng the results, we find 
X(h+l) = dxfh,-k QX,,) for 6, t>O. (A4) 
d X(8) = ~dxt*,* 
This result coincides with ( 
d x(r) =o. 
If (Y # 
to specify 
and 
for certain reals cc, to be interpreted as a drift parameter. If =I and cu#l,then 
it follows from (AS) that JL~(,)= fpx(,)=: tc, and from (A6) that (X(t)-ct),,, is 
strictly stable. 
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